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One suggested theme of Billy Budd is the corruption of innocence by society. their interpretation of Melville's final words
with an explanation of innocence and .

The criticism has essentially focused around what could be called the dichotomy of acceptance vs. However,
the military code of the day prescribed death as the penalty for striking an officer. Though his surrounding is
full of people with evil motives, he is still into trusting them with full innocence. Despondent at being the
target of such accusations, Billy lashes out at Claggart, punching him in the head with such force that Claggart
ultimately dies. A few days went by without the family hearing from Albert, but then a couple of days later he
showed up at their door steps with sympathy gifts for everyone. Some of his most noted victims were Francis
X. That is, through an unorthodox practice that is; jumping from pt. Part of Billy's beauty and charm is his
ability to adapt himself to his own fate. In prosecuting Billy, Vere decides to follow the letter of the law,
despite his own sense that Billy personifies goodness and innocence. Yet, by the time he began writing Billy
Budd, Sailor in , Melville must have tempered this view, for Billy Budd depicts the inevitable destruction of a
man who is all heart but who utterly lacks insight. The point seems to be that in some circumstances, the
individual, no matter how innocent, must be sacrificed for the welfare of the whole society. But Melville never
makes a clear distinction between "homoerotic" and "homosocial" attraction, and the slipperiness of the divide
is part of the territory for nineteenth-century literature. Their argument is Claggart, also known as Jemmy
Leggs, provoked Billy in to striking him, attacking an officer is a serious offense. Part of Claggart's hatred
comes not despite Billy's goodness, but because of it. In fact, it took until several decades into the twentieth
century for Melville to be appreciated; today, he is venerated as one of the greatest literary minds in history,
and Moby-Dick is often called the greatest novel in English. Just like in literature, the ability to analyze
becomes important when comparing and. Claggart also dies, since when Billy is provoked, he hits out with
deadly force. However, at the end of the novel during his execution, Billy is ultimately portrayed in an almost
divine light, presented as a romantic martyr akin to Jesus Christ. What constitutes an ethical choice? On
September 28, just after midnight, Melville suffered a heart attack and died, leaving Billy Budd in manuscript
Rollyson xxiv. You know how looking at a math problem similar to the one you're stuck on can help you get
unstuck? He explores the hunting troubles of captain Edward Fairfax Vere by setting up a narration on
retrospect of the hanging of Billy Budd. The malice he bears towards Billy cannot be ascribed to any rational
cause, and Billy has given him no offense. Melville emphasizes his characters' qualities by drawing allusions,
and in doing so makes them appear larger than life. If this posthumous work is indeed the author's last will and
testament, the theme may indicate his personal resignation and acceptance of the imperfection of life.
Allegorical elements abound. But because Billy is innocent, he is defenseless against the wiles of evil. The
protagonist in the novel is Billy Budd. As Vere put it, "But do these buttons that we wear attest that our
allegiance is to Nature? Because he is unable to recognize evil when confronted by it, he ultimately allows
Claggart to draw him away from virtue and into violence. The story goes on around a certain person's life in a
ship where he was said to be one of the crew. In turn, the Bellipotent can protect the merchant ship only by
impressing men from the ship it protects. In this case, the evil succeeds, and Billy dies. Rights and democracy
are defended by a military hierarchy that in its own structures respects neither; what then is the role of the
individual? In effect, in John Dexter directed one of the performances in the Metropolitan Opera. Although
Melville hints at some of Claggart's motivations and paints a convincing psychological portrait of hatred, some
part of Claggart's hate must necessarily go unexplained. The experiences that Billy undergoes throughout the
novel parallel what Jesus Christ endured in his life. It is reveled that Billy is of noble blood. But we are left
asking if his death was necessary, and despite his vision-like death scene the book finishes not with images of
Billy in paradise, but with images of Billy dead in the dark murk of the sea. In John Dexter directed one of the
performances in the Metropolitan Opera. Claggart symbolizes evil, while Budd exhibits a god-like innocence.
He argues for the death penalty against Billy because he is concerned with upholding his duty, which is to
maintain order and discipline on his ship. Although the British war machine greatly benefits from the
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individual enthusiasm and patriotism of its sailors, the more powerful the navy becomes, the more it is able to
squelch individualism. Thoreau's position is one of lessened government and enhanced individualism, while
Melville's is one of group unity and government's role to preserve order. Here are some ways our essay
examples library can help you with your assignment: Brainstorm a strong, interesting topic Learn what works
and what doesn't from the reader's perspective.


